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TotalVibeSegmentator: Full Torso Segmentation for the NAKO and UK 

Biobank in Volumetric Interpolated Breath-hold Examination Body 

Images 

 

Abstract 

Objectives: To present a publicly available torso segmentation network for large 

epidemiology datasets on volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination (VIBE) images. 

Materials & Methods: We extracted preliminary segmentations from TotalSegmentator, 

spine, and body composition networks for VIBE images, then improved them iteratively and 

retrained a nnUNet network. Using subsets of NAKO (85 subjects) and UK Biobank (16 

subjects), we evaluated with Dice-score on a holdout set (12 subjects) and existing organ 

segmentation approach (1000 subjects), generating 71 semantic segmentation types for 

VIBE images. We provide an additional network for the vertebra segments 22 individual 

vertebra types. 

Results: We achieved an average Dice score of 0.89 ± 0.07 overall 71 segmentation labels. 

We scored > 0.90 Dice-score on the abdominal organs except for the pancreas with a Dice of 

0.70.  

Conclusion: Our work offers a detailed and refined publicly available full torso segmentation 

on VIBE images. 

Keywords:  

Deep Learning, Segmentation, Torso 
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Introduction 

Figure 1: 3D rendering of our segmentations for NAKO and UKBB subjects on Volumetric 

Interpolated Breath-hold Examination (VIBE) water image. A) bones, interverbal disc, and 

costal cartilages; B) digestion; C) lung-lobs, and trachea; D) muscles; E) organs; F) vessels; 

G) spinal cord and canal; H) subcutaneous fat, muscle (other) and inner fat. 

 

Segmentation for MRI is crucial for both clinical purposes and epidemiological studies. 

Clinically, it may aid in streamlining diagnosis, treatment planning, and personalized 

healthcare. In epidemiological research, segmentation enables large-scale analysis of 
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population health, facilitating the computation of crucial health parameters across diverse 

demographics [1]. 

 

The Volumetric Interpolated Breath-hold Examination (VIBE) employs a two-point Dixon 

sequence to separate water and fat content in MRI images [2]. Large epidemiological studies 

in Europe, such as the German National Cohort (NAKO) [3], the UK-Biobank (UKBB) [4], and 

the Study of Health in Pomerania (SHIP) [5] have utilized VIBE for comprehensive torso 

imaging. Both UKBB and NAKO datasets feature full torso images, with only the head and 

parts of the arms and legs outside the field of view (FOV).  

Recent advancements, such as the release of TotalSegmentator[6], have provided 

comprehensive torso segmentation for CT scans, promising significant benefits for future 

research [6]. We extended this segmentation capability to VIBE MR images, enabling the 

automated evaluation of large full-body image collections from NAKO and UKBB. Our 

approach combines recent works in spine segmentation in MRI [7–9], domain adaptation to 

use the TotalSegmentator [6] on MR images, and existing MR-specific annotations by Jung 

et al. [Under Submission]. The resulting portfolio of regions encompasses 71 distinct 

semantic segmentation classes plus 22 instance vertebra classes (C3 to L5). By automating 

the segmentation of these diverse anatomical structures, we aim to provide a robust tool for 

both clinical applications and large-scale epidemiological research, facilitating the extraction 

of meaningful biomarkers and the advancement of AI-based reporting and analysis tools, 

such as early cancer detection [10, 11]. Our segmentations aim to closely produce the same 

semantic labels as TotalSegmentator, enabling structural comparison between CT and MR 

images of the same subject. Given that NAKO consists of different anatomically aligned 

images, our approach can be easily extended to other MR contrasts. This includes T2-

weighted HASTE (torso), proton density (hip area), six-point Dixon technique (lower torso), 

and sagittal T2-weighted turbo spin echo (spine only). We support the open-source mission 

of TotalSegmentator and freely publish our trained nnUNet [12] weights:  

(Github https://github.com/robert-graf/TotalVibeSegmentator).    

https://github.com/robert-graf/TotalVibeSegmentator
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Materials and Methods 

Figure 2: We generate initial masks from different sources (light orange) and then iteratively 

increase the training dataset. We generate two test sets: A manually corrected test set and a 

large automatic test set from abdominal organ segmentation. VIBE -Volumetric Interpolated 

Breath-hold Examination 

Data 

This study uses a random subset of the full-body VIBE data from NAKO, acquired at 

Augsburg and Neubrandenburg, along with data from UKBB for training and evaluation. 

Ethical approval for data collection was obtained from the respective ethics committees, and 

informed consent was obtained. This prospective data was collected for multiple studies, 

including the present one. Additionally, ethical approval was obtained from our local ethics 

committee for this study's content.  

The NAKO VIBE images were acquired in four stacks in axial orientation, with an in-plane 

resolution of 1.4 mm and a through-plane resolution of 3 mm [3]. In comparison, the UKBB 

VIBE images were obtained with a lower in-plane resolution of 2.2 mm and 3 mm slice 

thickness [4]. Our network was trained on the native resolution of the NAKO images, with the 
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UKBB images upscaled to match this resolution. NAKO images were stitched using an in-

house tool1, while UKBB images were stitched using the stitching tool from Glocker et al. 

[13].  

Segmentations 

Our final segmentation model included 71 semantic tissue classes, of which two correspond 

to the bony spine that are further subdivided into up to 22 instance labels (vertebral bodies 

and posterior elements of C3-L5). The instance labels can be computed separately. In total, 

we reproduced 84 segmentations that exist in the CT TotalSegmentator version, separated 

vertebrae in vertebral bodies and posterior elements, and added five additional semantic 

regions (subcutaneous fat, muscle (other), inner fat, intervertebral disc, and spinal canal).  

Due to challenges in annotation, we opted not to segment ribs and merged the colon and 

small bowel into a single label: "intestine." We found the contrast not strong enough to 

confidently delineate them in VIBE images for both classes. Skull and brain segmentation are 

omitted because they fall outside of the field of view (FOV). Additionally, we believe there are 

already enough well-established algorithms available for skull segmentation in MRI [14, 15]. 

Additionally, structures like the patella, fibula, tibia, ulna, and radius are seldom and only 

partially captured in the FOV of the NAKO and UKBB datasets, hence categorized into a 

collective class labeled "bone (other)." We did not reproduce the cysts classes as we think 

pathologies are out of scope for this work and are highly underrepresented in UKBB and 

NAKO compared to a clinical dataset. 

In total, we only miss 4 class types that are segmented in the publicly available 

TotalSegmentator (version 2): ribs, brain, skull, and kidney cysts classes. 

 

 
1 We made this tool freely available under https://github.com/Hendrik-

code/TPTBox/tree/main/TPTBox/stitching. It produces fewer stitching artifacts and is more flexible, but 

the UKBB images we worked with were already stitched. 

https://github.com/Hendrik-code/TPTBox/tree/main/TPTBox/stitching
https://github.com/Hendrik-code/TPTBox/tree/main/TPTBox/stitching
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Ground truth generation. 

As it is unfeasible to annotate full-torso images completely manually to obtain a baseline, we 

took an iterative, stepwise approach, combining available segmentation models with existing 

ground truth annotations and several iterations of manual refinements (Figure 1). The 

segmentation refinement process involves four radiologists utilizing ITK-Snap [16]. Three 

radiologists with 2-3 years of experience conduct the initial segmentation repair under the 

supervision of a senior radiologist with 22 years of experience. We used three sources for 

the initial segmentation proposal: The CT TotalSegmentator on manipulated water images, 

SPINEPS T2w turbo spine echo for vertebra segmentation [7, 8], and body composition 

network by Jung et al. [Under submission] to segment the additional subcutaneous fat, 

muscle (other) and inner fat. Existing segmentations helped us to delineate the remaining 

missing structures more easily. 

Segmentation process - Torso Segmentation 

For the initial segmentation of four full-torso NAKO images (2 male, 2 female), three 

segmentation networks are employed. The body composition network from Jung et al. [Under 

submission] is utilized to segment subcutaneous fat, muscle (general), and body fat. The 

intermuscular fat tissue was merged with muscle tissue because differentiating between 

them is out of the scope of this work. We extended the segmentations to also include the 

arms and legs. Each VIBE consists of four images: in-phase, out-of-phase, water, and fat. 

TotalSegmentator (public version 2) [6] is used to generate organs, vessels, and specific 

muscle segmentations on manipulated water images. Given the rough linear correlation 

between organ water content and CT attenuation, the water images are manipulated to 

facilitate segmentation by TotalSegmentator. We used the body composition segmentation to 

reduce the muscle signal by 20 % in the water image; we selected the background and lung 

in the in-phase image by thresholding and connected component analysis and subtracted 

these masks with a value of 600 in the water image. Following this approach, most soft 

tissue could be segmented with only small errors. These values were determined manually to 
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make the VIBE water image close enough for the segmentation network to not vastly under-

segment the lungs, muscles, and liver in the four initial images. Due to signal shifts, these 

metrics are not generally applicable to all water images. This process could not produce 

certain structures such as bone, colon, portal and splenic vein, thyroid gland, spinal cord, 

and costal cartilage, which were manually segmented. Spine segmentation is derived from 

aligned T2w sagittal images with SPINEPS [7, 8], resampled to match the VIBE. 

After obtaining the first 4 segmentations, we iteratively trained a nnUNet [12], repaired an 

increasing number of images, and slowly introduced the UKBB images. First 10 (5 male; 8 

Nako/2 UKBB), then 79 (37 male, 10 UKBB). 

Training the nnUNet  

Other papers [6, 8, 17] noted a left-right structure issue with nnUNet [12]. To address this 

swapping in our nnUNet training, we implement several strategies. Firstly, we turn off random 

flipping during training. Additionally, we augment the patch window in the in-plane resolution 

to expand the field of view (FOV) to 224 pixels (315 mm) and 64 pixels (192 mm) in through-

plane resolution. To aid the network in locating its approximate position, we segment the 

body into eleven quadrants (Figure 8) on a downscaled 4 mm isometric image with a large 

FOV (96 pixels; 384 mm in all directions)  

Moreover, we employ elastic deformation [18] to generate additional training images, 

increasing the dataset size by a factor of 500. We utilized an iterative approach similar to 

TotalSegmentator [6] and AbdomenAtlas-8K [19] to increase the number of training images. 

This iterative process involves repairing predicted segmentation masks and retraining the 

network until achieving a point of diminishing returns. 

The segmentation model is trained on a single input image out of water, in-phase, or out-of-

phase contrast. For new training segmentations of the three inputs were merged into a single 

image. We remove connected components smaller than a specific volume threshold for each 

organ. If an organ only consists of one tightly packed connected component, we discard all 

components except the largest. Prioritization during merging focuses on structures prone to 
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under-segmentation, with lower priority segmentations only added to unoccupied voxels. This 

computer-intensive process aids in eliminating small false positives and underpredictions, 

particularly for vessels. With the model trained on 79 or more subjects, this step is no longer 

needed to prevent common under-segmentation. We have rewritten the inference code of 

nnUNet. The large number of classes and image size lead to a considerable slowdown in the 

original implementation. The rewritten code frees the GPU memory earlier and is faster. 

Segmentation Process – Other Image Contrasts 

To increase generalizability, we resampled other sequences available in NAKO, such as T2w 

haste (torso), proton density (pelvis), 6-point Dixon (lower torso), and sagittal T2w turbo spin 

echo (spine) to the spacing of the VIBE images to 1.4 mm in the axial plane and 3 mm in the 

superior-inferior direction. We manually removed all samples with motion artifacts. The 

remaining sequences were used for training after we achieved ten corrected subjects.   

Segmentation Process – Spine 

For the spine, we use aligned T2-weighted turbo spin echo images with the VIBE. Instance 

labels were defined by counting from the neck downwards in the T2-weighted images. For 

training, we resampled 2000 instance segmentations from T2-weighted turbo spin echo to 

VIBE. The predictions from the resulting segmentation model eliminated step-shape 

interpolation errors and appeared more accurate than the original training data (see Figure 

7). We omitted an evaluation for three reasons: this serves as a stopgap for users interested 

in the rough location of the vertebra level, we currently have no ground truth for spine 

segmentation on vibe, and we plan to provide models for the SPINEPS [7, 8] approach in a 

future release, which will reduce the risk of off-by-one errors and vertebra merging. 

Evaluations 

For external validation, we utilize the inference of the abdominal networks as outlined in Kart 

et al. [20]. We validate our model on 12 manually corrected images, evenly distributed 

between NAKO and UKBB datasets (50% male), selected to cover a wide range of body 
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weights per sex and dataset. Quality metrics are assessed using the Dice score. We report 

the average symmetric surface distance in Supplement Figure 9. 

Statistical Analysis 

For evaluation, we utilize the Scipy [21] and Panoptica Python [19] packages. Nonparametric 

bootstrapping of 10,000 iterations is utilized to compute 95% confidence intervals (CIs).   
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Results 

 
Figure 3: Segmentation for two random Volumetric Interpolated Breath-hold Examination 

(VIBE) images on the NAKO and UK Biobank. 
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Figure 4: Dice-scores over all classes compared on repaired and predicted Volumetric 

Interpolated Breath-hold Examination (VIBE) on the 12 NAKO and UK Biobank images. 
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Figure 5: Dice-scores over 1000 test samples compared to the prediction of the NAKO/UKBB 

abdomen segmentation network. Although without manual reference masks, this shows the 

agreement between both approaches. The source of outliers can be caused by either of the 

networks.  

 

On our internal test set, the average Dice-Score is 0.89 ± 0.07 over all classes. Thyroid 

gland, gallbladder and “portal vein and splenic vein” are the lowest Dice score, due to the low 

contrast in Vibe. Our model sometimes predicts a prostate in female subjects, causing a 

Dice-Score of 0. Individual Scores are in Figure 4. 

 

Our segmentation closely aligns with abdominal segmentation [20] for the liver, kidney, and 

spleen (see Figure 5). The pancreas, however, presents challenges in achieving consistent 

segmentation, leading to discrepancies in its outline, as also reported by Kart et al. [20]. 

Figure 6 demonstrates the capabilities of additional NAKO sequence types. Figure 7 

presents our segmentation of the spine. As previously noted in the literature [6, 8, 23], this 

method is prone to instability, resulting in vertebra labels being offset by one, and 

occasionally, a single vertebra is labeled as two different vertebra ids, dividing it. 
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Figure 6: Running our segmentation on other NAKO sequence types. We used for training 

resampled ground truth segmentation to the other sequences. T2w Haste (Half Fourier-

acquisition single-shot turbo spin echo) works best even with the breathing and heart 

movement of the images. MEVIBE (multi echo vibe) has out of phase images with clear 

delineations like the “eco0 opp1” signal. The proton density and T2w TSE (turbo spin echo) 

has signal drops in the NAKO, producing errors where the signal drop is too strong. 
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Figure 7: Spine instance segmentation. One the NAKO vibe off-by-one errors are rare. For 

out-of-distribution like the UKBB vertebra merging and off-by-one errors are common. We 

marked two examples with a red arrow.   
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Discussion 

In this study, we developed a comprehensive, full torso segmentation model with 71 

semantic segmentation labels and additional vertebra instance segmentation for the NAKO 

and UKBB VIBE images. Next to 20 organs, 10 muscles, 19 vessels, 16 bones, and 3 others 

(Intervertebral disc, spinal cord and spinal canal), we also include a segmentation of the 

body composition (3 classes), i.e. different fat compartments and body parts. Our approach 

was enhanced by training on additional sequence types, allowing for improved refinement 

across diverse datasets. As in CT, MRI total segmentation on VIBE images holds significant 

potential in medical imaging, providing detailed anatomical insights and facilitating advanced 

research [6]. Previous studies have shown the effectiveness of segmentation techniques in 

the NAKO cohort, such as abdominal organ segmentation and quality control in a large 

sample of 20,000 participants [20]. Our model provides extended segmented fat, 

subcutaneous fat, and muscle tissues based on Jung et al. [Under submission] on Vibe.  

Such segmentation can be used to estimate fat distribution like by Somasundaram and Wu 

et al. applied to 6-point Dixon images [24]. 

 

Comparative studies include "MRISegmentator-Abdomen," [25] a fully automated tool for 

multi-organ and structure segmentation in T1-weighted abdominal MRI, achieving 33 

semantic segmentations, 11 spine instance segmentations, and 18 rib instance 

segmentations. Another paper called "MRSegmentator" [17] claims robust multi-modality 

segmentation across 40 classes in both MRI and CT sequences. These papers highlight the 

growing advancements in MRI segmentation. We expect multiple multi-segmentation models 

to be released in the near future. This provides the scientific community with independent 

bases for abdominal segmentation across different modalities, enabling cross-validation and 

strengthening the robustness of segmentation techniques. Our ground truth was developed 

independently and has the most segmentation types in MRI so far. These independent 

developments present an opportunity for valuable comparative analysis.   
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Despite its advantages, the NAKO dataset presents certain limitations. While it offers a large 

field of view (FOV) and high resolution, it contains fewer anomalies, which might limit the 

diversity of pathological cases in the training data. We omitted pathology segmentation as 

they are out of the scope of this work. We need to increase the training set size to show the 

network more variation, including common pathologies. For the digestive organs, we observe 

that delineation is more difficult in Vibe than in T1-weighted fast spin echo images with a 

contrast agent, as there is barely a contrast change in Vibe, unlike in contrast-enhanced 

images. The availability of HASTE, PD, and MEVIBE sequences for free is a notable benefit, 

but challenges remain. For instance, very small structures in the UKBB dataset, such as the 

thyroid gland, are difficult to segment due to being nearly lost in the image 

noise. Additionally, the arms, legs and head are only partially visible in all datasets. The 

segmentation behavior on these structures is undefined and requires a separate 

improvement dataset. From the feedback of other radiologists, we know that our sacrum 

includes non-bone tissue, and our thyroid gland follows delineation that is visible in VIBE 

MRI, but the 3D view shows that this leads to another segmentation than in CT. 

The TotalSegmentator [6] and SPINEPS [7, 8] papers highlight nnUNet's [12] patch-wise 

inference limitations, which can cause off-by-one errors and vertebra merging, making it less 

suitable for instance segmentation. Moreover, adding approximately 25 vertebra classes 

increases the system requirements to run the algorithm. Despite these challenges, fast 

instance segmentation remains valuable for researchers and medical professionals. To 

address this, we trained a separate instance network, where we expect these issues to 

remain. In the future, these issues can be solved by specialized networks. SPINEPS [8] 

already solves the merging issue with its two-step approach but cannot yet label the vertebra 

to their class and naively counts from top to bottom. 

Exploring better approaches than nnU-Net and extending the segmentation to other 

modalities are potential areas for future research. Further work could involve merging or 

managing the model zoo of total MRI segmentation through federated learning, enhancing 
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the generalizability and applicability of segmentation models across various datasets and 

modalities that will be released in the future. 

 

In conclusion, our work significantly contributes to the field of MRI segmentation, offering a 

detailed and refined approach to full torso segmentation. By addressing the limitations and 

exploring to overcome existing issues like right-left miss segmentation, we aim to advance 

the capabilities of MRI segmentation and support its application in diverse clinical and 

research settings.  

Supplements 

 
Supplement Figure 8: The “eleven quadrants” segmentation on two examples from the 

NAKO. It is segmented on 4 mm isometric images and is used as an additional input for the 

TotalVibeSegmentator. 
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Supplement Table 1: List of classes in our TotalVibeSegmentator and the public facing 

TotalSegmentator (version 2) for CT images. 
TotalSegmentator name Chirality/Instances Difference + Reasoning 

Spleen    

Kidney  Left, Right  

Gallbladder    

Liver    

Stomach     

Pancreas    

Adrenal gland Left, Right  

Lung upper lobe Left, Right  

Lung lower lobe Left, Right  

Lung middle lobe right   

Esophagus    

Trachea    

Thyroid gland   

Small bowel  Merged with small colon; Now: Intestine 

Duodenum    

Colon   Merged with small bowel; Now: Intestine 

Urinary bladder   

Prostate    

Kidney cyst Left, Right Missing; Out of scope for this work 

Sacrum    

Vertebrae  C1-C7, T1-T12, L1-L5, S1 Replaced by vertebra body and vertebra 

posterior elements 

Heart    

Aorta    

Pulmonary vein   

Brachiocephalic trunk   

Subclavian artery Left, Right  

Common carotid artery Left, Right  

Brachiocephalic vein Left, Right  

Atrial appendage left   

Superior vena cava   

Inferior vena cava   

Portal vein and splenic vein   

Iliac artery Left, Right  

Iliac vena Left, Right  

Humerus  Left, Right  

Scapula  Left, Right  

Clavicula  Left, Right  

Femur  Left, Right  

Hip  Left, Right  

Spinal cord    

Gluteus maximus Left, Right  

Gluteus medius Left, Right  

Gluteus minimus Left, Right  

Autochthon  Left, Right  

Iliopsoas  Left, Right  

Brain   Missing; Outside FOV 

Skull   Missing; Outside FOV 

Rib  [Left, Right] × [1 - 12] Missing; Not reproduced due to time constrains 

Sternum    

Costal artilages    

Outer skin  New in TotalVibeSegmentator 

Muscle (other)  New in TotalVibeSegmentator 

Inner fat  New in TotalVibeSegmentator 

IVD  New in TotalVibeSegmentator  

Vertebra body  New in TotalVibeSegmentator  

Vertebra posterior elements  New in TotalVibeSegmentator  

Spinal channel  New in TotalVibeSegmentator  

Bone (other)  New in TotalVibeSegmentator 
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Supplement Figure 9: Average Symmetric Surface Distance in mm (lower is better) over all 

classes compared on repaired and predicted Volumetric Interpolated Breath-hold 

Examination (VIBE) on the 12 NAKO and UK Biobank images.  
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